
The Parish Kohanim Interview

Parish, tell us a bit about the Cirque du Soleil project. How 
did you initially become involved? 
It was kind of an accident. I met one of the Cirque de So-
leil performers at the gallery opening of my friend, Sculptor 
Richard MacDonald. The performer was seated next to me. 

We started chatting, and he said let’s do some Photography. That was 
the catalyst for the whole thing. 
We’ve done three sessions so far in the studio. To see his dedication and 
focus has been remarkable. I am just so inspired.   
What is your approach to the series?
Simplicity. Focusing on the magnificent human form and its extraor-
dinary capabilities. I don’t do drugs. I don’t drink. Photography is my 
drug. I got into the session and I was in a cloud! It was the ultimate expe-
rience, working with their talent and dedication. It was beyond passion. 
They have such an incredible and intense degree of commitment to their 
art. That was common ground for us: creating and capturing a frozen 
moment with a shared sense not only of collaboration, but an intense de-
gree of commitment to our art. I decided to keep the backgrounds simple 
— black, blue. It brought their shape out more and added drama.  
It must be challenging, given the show’s simultaneously physical and 
artistic nature. Please describe what it’s like working with performers 
as physical subjects?
The initial impact was powerful. I have always enjoyed photographing 
people. This was different. Their dedication fascinated me. 
What amazed me was the serenity of their faces. They know how to 
fall, yet some of the things they did had to be painful. They kept going, 
with grace and elegance. And despite extraordinary effort, they were 
serene. I was photographing moments I could never get twice. I don’t 
plan too much; I like letting the shot develop. It’s a process of enjoy-
ment, developing ideas seemingly from nowhere that emerge from the 
neurotransmitters in your brain. I agonize, but it gets better. The idea 
comes and I develop it into a visual reality that I can capture and share 
with others. That’s where the joy in Photography is for me, in the pro-
cess and the sharing. 
One of the dancers, Stephan, had a lot of ideas. We were shooting on a 
30” Apple monitor so we could see what we had and let it evolve. He 
would do a sketch of a new pose then work on that position for an hour 
or so to get it the way we wanted to shoot it. Sometimes, we were actu-
ally jumping with enthusiasm. ‘Yeah! This is it!’ His dedication and de-
sire for perfection were inspiring. It reminded me of an interview I read 
once with Tiger Woods. Woods was winning all these golf tournaments, 
all these awards, but at one point he decided to stop competing and work 
on his swing.  For two years he didn’t win trophies, but that was ok, be-
cause he was determined, and he wanted to get better. And Stephan was 
the same way. If he had a terrific pose that was 99.9% there, but even 
0.1% was missing, he just kept going until it was better. 
We shot for a long time; these guys have unbelievable endurance. We 
had long days photographing. I think it was the wonderful high and 
energy we had between us that kept us going. I was having such a great 
time with them. It was such a special moment in my life and I was sorry 
when the shoot was over.
What inspires you?
What  inspires me the most is nature. When I was growing up in Shiraz, 
we lived in a town quite like Santa Fe, surrounded by mountains and 
crystal clear skies. In the evenings, my father would take us out by a 
stream that flowed from a spring. We would take some tea and sit in 
the moonlight under the stars, sometimes shooting stars, and listen to 
the sound of the water. We didn’t say a lot; it was a sort of meditation. 
My parents inspired me to see beauty in simple things, and that is what 
I want to share. I don’t do work that is trendy or edgy. I just do what 
comes naturally for me, from my heart. I do work that is inspired by 
nature. I look at the work of a lot of sculptors: Bernini, Michelangelo, 
my friend Richard MacDonald — in fact, work by artists in different 
genres. Most are inspired by nature.
How did your painterly style develop?
It’s a mixed media concept of Painting and Photography. At one point,  
I worked with makeup artists who really helped and inspired me. We 
would shoot portraits again and again. And though we did some plan-
ning, we had no idea where it would end. Images evolved. I really loved 

the surprise at the end. I am doing something similar with landscapes 
now. It’s the same concept — Photography, then mixed media. It is dif-
ferent, and that’s the reason I do it. I’m a commercial artist by trade, 
and I do my fine art Photography as an escape. I do it for myself, and 
I like to share it with friends. A lot of people appreciate it now, which 
is satisfying, but not why I do it. And it’s not about money —  I’m not 
wealthy or well off. I just feel this is the right thing to do.
How would you define beauty?
Beauty is the divinity inside all of us. We have to tap into it and connect 
with each other. The Hollywood and media distortion of beauty is an 
aberration. It’s my duty as a fine art Photographer to stay focused on 
beauty, to find and share simple beauty in simple objects. 
When songwriters write, they never think in terms of how much money 
they are going to make, how many copies of the CD they are going 
to make, what kind of awards they are going to win. They just write 
because they have to. That is the way I feel about Photography. Poets 
do it with Poetry, Painters with Painting, Musicians with Music. I do it 
with Photography.
What elements are necessary for a successful photograph?
A photograph has to have impact. It has to stop the viewer. This is a dif-
ficult task because people are impatient these days. A photograph that 
is successful has a storytelling aspect. It requires attention to detail and 
spontaneity. I pay a lot of attention to design and lighting. If I stop the 
viewer for even five seconds, the photograph is working. I often consid-
er what it is about a particular photograph or painting that stopped me. 
The answer is in the art I’m connecting to. That’s what’s so important.
What drew you to the USA at 17?
I was always drawn to the US If there was a past life, I must have lived 
it here. When I arrived, I went to California and I felt right at home im-
mediately. It wasn’t about money or glamour. It was something I can’t 
define. I am grateful to be here.
Was there a particular moment when you realized you had to be a Pho-
tographer?
When I came to the United States I wanted to be a geologist. I was fas-
cinated with landscapes, but didn’t know how to channel that interest. 
I took a geology course and it bored me. So I started taking art courses. 
The teachers coached and encouraged me. Without them my life would 
not be the same. My last elective in college was a Photography course, 
and it was love at first sight. It was a perfect fit, and I feel very fortunate 
because I didn’t have to search for that for years. I was fascinated with 
my father’s photographs growing up, and I was always a visual person. 
But I did not know I’d be a Photographer. I’m so glad I am.
What was your first big break as a professional Photographer?
I don’t think I had one. I bought a camera and learned all I could about 
it. When I started out, I was shooting a lot a products. We do a lot of 
things we don’t really love to do in the beginning. It was paying my bills 
and it was a difficult position to leave. It also taught me discipline and 
patience. And lighting. I had to make the subject look three dimensional 
and more interesting. It was an important lesson. That was the positive 
part — the learning process — taking my time and doing it right. 
You consistently speak to students and artists at educational events. Is 
there anything in particular you wish you’d been told when you were 
just starting out? Anything you like to share with students?
Some of the Photographers I really admired were unapproachable; they 
had lists of assistants. Most of them didn’t teach. I wasn’t really told 
anything. You don’t have to be told. I just stayed true to my commit-
ment. When I was at San Francisco State, I took a Photography course 
with a bunch of students who hated my work. I dreaded the critiques. 
My photographs were colorful and crisp. They were of beautiful things. 
That was not fashionable. I didn’t let their comments derail me. My 
conviction and commitment were much stronger. 
I tell students to enjoy the process; it’s leading to something good. It 
just gets better and better if you pay attention. Don’t get influenced 
or discouraged. And don’t listen too much to the negative talk in your 
brain — we have our own prejudices. Listen to where the truth is with-
in; that’s where the source of creativity is. Everything emits from that 
point. As a good friend of mine puts it, ‘Leap and a net will appear.’ And 
passion is, of course, the essential ingredient. 
Why do you give back?  
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There is a graceful element to everything Parish Kohanim shoots. According to his friends, that same grace permeates every aspect of his life.  
The Shiraz born, Atlanta-based artist’s commitment to celebrating beauty translates into an impressive oeuvre, spanning over thirty years 
in both commercial and fine art work. We spoke with Parish while on location in Santa Fe, shooting his latest project with Cirque du Soleil. 
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 “Parish is one of the most genuine, unassuming and talented people I have ever met.
His loving, fun personality and simpatico are only surpassed by his artistry.”

Joanne Truffelman, Chairman, TG Madison 

“I really work with Parish because of his cappuccino.
He’s meticulous about how he prepares it, serves it and appreciates it.

And although the process to make the drink is standard, somehow his outcome is
always leaps and bounds beyond anybody else’s. The same applies to his work.

It’s perfect, beautiful, and timeless, and can only be made by him.
He’s an absolute joy to work with and I’m proud to call Parish my friend.”

Brett Player, President/Creative Director, Play, a VTA Company
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I feel obligated; we all have a responsibility to nourish the upcoming 
artists. And I enjoy the energy of committed students. An intern recently 
walked into my studio. He was interested in taking one of my seminars. 
My studio manager said he had a special personality and I should see 
him. He adopted us and we’ve adopted him — it’s been wonderful. He 
brings in vitality and inspiration, and he’s like a sponge. He’s a mature, 
dedicated person, and he loves Photography. I love sharing my knowl-
edge. I think everybody should. 
Is it true you visited the Avedon studio and were told to stick to tv?
One of my greatest desires was to go to New York and work for Richard 
Avedon. When I went to his studio, his studio manager looked at my 
portfolio (which had taken me two or three years to put together) for 
a few split seconds, critiqued it in a very negative way, and told me 
that this was not the way fashion Photography was shot. He told me, 
‘There’s not much of a future for you in Photography.’ In retrospect, I 

know rules are to be broken, but back then I was devastated. Ultimately, 
I realized, this is only one person’s opinion. Focus and go after what 
you love. My work was mostly self-taught; I waited tables to put myself 
through San Francisco State, and I didn’t have the money for Photogra-
phy school. I never waivered in my love for Photography, though. I had 
a second bedroom in my house in San Francisco, and I taught myself 
a lot — studied the work of several Photographers, trying to figure out 
how they did it all. I would never really copy them; I would just want 
to see, okay, why is this photograph so impactful? I would analyze their 
work and try to do it myself and put a twist on it — do it my way. And 
that’s what I like to tell a lot of the young students, because people can 
tell you a lot of different ways to do what you really love, but the only 
way you can really do it is your own. It’s the right way for you. 
Are there passions you pursue besides Photography?
I have no life [laughs].

I hear you’re a cook. Is that correct?
I love to cook. There’s a common denominator between cooking and 
Photography: starting with ingredients and making something you can 
really enjoy. I also like nature, being outdoors. I have non-stop admi-
ration for the glory that is all around us. I’m in Santa Monica, where 
there are beautiful, flowering trees. I stop and pay attention. I grasp the 
energy from that beautiful tree, or that flower — whatever it is that stops 
me. I enjoy this quote: ‘There are two Zen masters in my life, and they 
are my cats.’ There is so much in this world to appreciate, so much that 
is so simple, so pure.
If you were to retire tomorrow, what would you do with your time?
I tell my wife, when I die, make sure I have a camera around my neck 
before you cremate me [laughs]. If I reach 90, I’ll still be compelled to 
photograph because that’s the way I document beauty and feel the mo-
ments that are special to me.

Who are your favorite Photographers?
I have favorites in many art forms. Van Gogh, Vermeer, Rembrandt,  
the list goes on — Frank Gehry, Santiago Calatrava. Photographers? 
Diego Uchitel, Irving Penn. They have stayed true to their message, 
and though the imagery is changing and their messages are changing, 
the essence is still there — it’s their signature, their voice, their style. 
Their energy is essential. You have to stop and pay attention, because 
the energy is living within; it is connecting with your spirit. That’s the 
connection that makes art work.
As a result of your success, you’ve been approached by and are now 
affiliated with some very well-respected companies, including Canon. 
Recently, you also joined the advisory board for Apple’s new software, 
Aperture. Please tell us about your involvement. 
I have been one of 53 Photographers worldwide formally involved with 
Canon for over fourteen years. Honorably and thankfully! They got me 
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“His person and his view of life are as beautiful as his Photography. 
He is a great friend.”
Richard MacDonald, Sculptor

involved in their Print Master program, focusing my experience in fine 
art printing on their wide format printers. As a result, at one point, there 
was a large show of my photographs, and a guy there from Apple asked 
if I’d like to join them in developing new software. I said I’d love to, 
and that software has simplified my life. It was the first of its kind to 
help me organize my files with ease. The less time I spend at my com-
puter, the more active I am. Both of these relationships have been inter-
esting and satisfying. And I’m proud to say I believe in the products. If 
I don’t believe in something, I don’t get involved. 
Apple put together a terrific piece about you on their website (www.
apple.com) a couple of months ago.  
I was honored. I got so many responses from people wanting to see  
more of my work. It allowed my work to connect with so many people 
who had in some sense stopped and paid attention. Once again, it’s all 
about connection. It is essential to me. It goes without saying that I am 
delighted to have my work in Graphis. I admire your publications. And 
this has been a pleasure.
Interview by Anna Carnick / Contributing Editor Caroline Hightower

Biography: Parish Kohanim’s passion for and commitment to Pho-
tography have been the fundamental focus of his career for the last 
three decades. Winner of many national and international awards, he 
has built a reputation on stunning color and black and white imag-
ery. Since 1994, he has been honored to be a member of the Canon 
“Explorers of Light,” an internationally respected mentoring program, 
which includes only about 60 of the world’s top Photographers. He 
was also recently invited to join an elite group of artists as a Canon 
Print Master, and is on the advisory board of Apple Computers for their 
new software, Aperture. The Parish Kohanim Fine Art Gallery made its 
debut in Atlanta in 2003, fulfilling a lifelong dream for the artist. Here, 
he continues to challenge and reinvent himself through his art, imagi-
nation and love of beauty. For more information on Parish Kohanim, 
please visit www.parishkohanim.com.
Images: page18, Swirl, page19, Parish Portrait photographed by Vered 
Koshland, page20, Cala Lily, page21, Nude Study in Artistic Space, 
page22, Single Split, page23, Introspection Study 1, page24, Coleen 
Queen, page25, Stephan Gula.
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